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Abstract: Safety 4.0 is a new stage of safety science coincident with the development of Industry 4.0. In Safety 4.0, safety researchers and professionals attach importance to the perspective of safety information and emerging technologies in safety management, and thus promote a new concept: smart safety management (SSM). However, there are still many gaps in its fundamental theory, and there are few fundamental studies on the concept and essence of SSM. In order to fill these gaps, this paper introduces a theoretical study on the method of SSM. Firstly, in order to clarify the concept of smartness in the era of information, we elaborate the smartness performance of artificial entities and the essence of smart safety capability on the basis of analyzing the smartness performance of smart safety entities (SSEs). Then, we review the new characteristics and requirements of organizational safety management research and practice in the era of Safety 4.0; on this basis, we propose the definition and connotation of SSM in the era of Safety 4.0, and elaborate the specific content of the SSM method. Specifically, we divide SSM into four modules, safety information processing, safety action, inspiring awareness of safety and internal optimization, and thus build the content model of SSM. By expounding the contents and steps of the four modules, we further elaborate how to conduct SSM in industrial organizations. Then, we propose a SSM ecosystem for realizing sustainable safety in industrial organizations and analyze the approaches to realizing SSM in coal mine safety production. Finally, we analyze the significance of SSM in supporting sustainable safety and discuss the practical challenges that SSM may encounter in the future. The results show that SSM is a method based on safety intelligence, and it can support sustainable safety through the four aspects of comprehensive function, safety predictability, safety awareness and continuous optimization.
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1. Introduction

Safety 4.0 is a new stage of safety science coincident with the development of Industry 4.0 and the era of information [1,2]. In recent years, some data processing technologies, such as data analysis, data mining and statistical analysis based on big data, have been attached more and more importance in safety science research and activity [3–5]. These technologies can be used by safety researchers and practitioners (or consultants) to analyze safety issues and discover new safety laws [3–5]. To this end, emerging technologies especially are considered by safety consultants to build smart safety systems through which safety data processing could be technically supported. Furthermore, smart safety management and smart safety conditions for sustainable safety could also be established [6–9].

Safety management has always been an important part of organization safety practice. In recent years, many technical solutions have been proposed to improve safety management performance, and these solutions share a common feature of realizing automation and digitalization in safety management systems. Moreover, various emerging technologies...
such as the new generation of information technology and intelligence technology are introduced in these technical solutions, such as the safety monitoring system based on CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems) and ICT (information and communication technology) [7], a smart safety system with incorporating smart entities that can self-adjust according to real-time safety requirements in the workplace [10], and a smart warning system based on wireless sensor networks for the coal mine [11]. In these technical solutions, the safety entity systems with emerging technology are generally regarded as smart, because they generally use interconnected devices to flexibly handle risks and crises in safety workplaces, and thus to achieve smart safety management (SSM).

However, due to the lack of basic research on SSM, some fundamental issues about SSM have not been solved, such as the essence of SSM. More specifically, the smartness capability of SSM is still a vague concept, and there is a lack of methods and standards to clearly judge whether a safety entity system is smart. For example, Podgorski et al. [10] regard the smartness of the safety entity system as a kind of adaptive capability. However, Chen et al. [11] hold the opinion that the smartness of an early warning safety system is brought about by real-time sensing capability and real-time communication capability.

In organizational safety management, the safety entity system is just a part of the safety management system, and it does not conform to scientific logic or common sense to regard the capability for smartness of a part as a capability of the overall system. Therefore, the existing technical solution is strictly a technical method to build smart entity system, rather than a method to achieve SSM in industrial organizations.

For the above reasons, we mainly focus on the essence and connotation of SSM and discuss the method of realizing SSM in the background of Safety 4.0 in this paper. Our contribution mainly includes four aspects. The essence and specific performance of artificial smart entities and smart safety entities under the technical background are elaborated in Section 2; then, based on the status and purpose of organizational safety management in the era of Safety 4.0, the essence and connotation of SSM are analyzed and the content of the SSM method is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, four aspects and specific contents of SSM method are described. On this basis, we furtherly propose a SSM ecosystem for industrial organization and elaborate how to conduct SSM to realize sustainable safety in the era of Safety 4.0; finally, the benefits of SSM to sustainable safety are discussed and the practical challenges of applying SSM are elaborated in Section 5. The conclusions and our future work are given in Section 6.

2. Artificial Smart Entity and Smart Safety

The safety management system has always been a systematic method for conducting safety management. Therefore, as a part of safety management systems, smart safety entity (SSE) systems are a necessary systematic tool to achieve SSM. Furthermore, SSE system supports the realizing of smart safety capability of safety management system, and its smart safety performance is one of the important preconditions for naming a kind of safety management method as a smart one. In this Section, we analyze the essence of smart safety capability. To this end, we first discuss the essence of artificial smartness in the technical background. Secondly, by reviewing the construction method of smart safety systems, we clarify the source and specific performance of smart safety capability, and further identify the essence of smart safety capability.

2.1. Artificial Smartness in the Era of Information

Smart-X has become a ubiquitous term which is frequently used in almost all media such as newspapers and websites [12]. In recent years, Smart-X has also attracted the interest of researchers and practitioners of traditional fields, which promotes the emergence of many research themes on Smart-X, such as the smart city [13], smart factory [1,14,15], smart community [16] and smart regulation [17]. In these studies, the functional entities are created based on emerging technologies that form the basic aspects of realizing smartness. For example, the self-organized system of the smart factory is built based on AI [15], the
home networking system of the smart community is built based on the virtual machines [16] and the real-time monitoring system of smart regulation is built based on CPS [17].

Therefore, in the research and practice of Smart-X, artificial smart entities are devices or components created through technical measures, which together constitute a functional entity system and participate in the realization of the system’s smartness capabilities. Here, we adopt the definition of smartness proposed by Alter [18].

Purposefully designed entity X is smart to the extent to which it performs and controls functions that attempt to produce useful results through activities that apply automated capabilities and other physical, informational, technical, and intellectual resources for processing information, interpreting information, and/or learning from information that may or may not be specified by its designers.

Based on this definition, the smartness of artificial entities is a kind of artificial smartness and exists as a product of human smartness. On the one hand, artificial entities are purposefully designed and created to automatically perform preset tasks. Therefore, artificial entities can replace workers in some simple and repetitive work, and have anthropomorphic smartness. For example, smart industrial robots in manufacturing can determine the best operation and perform specific tasks based on the context and their experience of the past [19]. Based on the definition proposed by Alter [18], the information processing capability of artificial entities is another basic aspect of smartness capability. Specifically, artificial entities can conduct information collecting, information cleaning, information processing and information analysis through automatic technology, perception technology and information processing technology; then, they can learn and obtain available knowledge from information processing and perform tasks according to the results of the information processing and learning. In a word, artificial smartness is a kind of action ability of artificial entities which are created by technical means (such as information technology and automatic technology), and smartness includes two basic aspects: automation and information processing.

For a long time, seeing, thinking and acting have been recognized as the three elements of smartness of smart machines [19]. For example, “see-think-act” has become the principle of designing and creating smart industrial robots (essentially a kind of smart machine) [19]. From the perspective of philosophy, a machine is a kind of entity. Therefore, if we review the concept of a smart entity proposed by Alter [18] according to the principle of “see-think-act”, this principle should be applicable to the design and creation of all artificial smart entities. In other words, all artificial entities with automation and information processing capabilities can see, think and act. To be more specific: (i) an artificial smart entity has the ability of perception (the ability to see). Artificial smart entities can collect, understand and interpret information. (ii) an artificial smart entity has the ability to learn from information (the ability to think). In other words, artificial smart entities can learn from information and the interpretation of results, and discover useful information and knowledge. (iii) an artificial smart entity has the ability of automatic action and adaptive ability (action ability), so artificial smart entities can automatically perform preset tasks based on useful information and knowledge.

2.2. The Smartness Performance of Smart Safety Entity

It is worth noting that information technology and intelligence technology have always been introduced with the aim of realizing smartness in research focused on smart safety. New technologies are used for building smart safety entity systems and for the promotion of various methods of building smart safety systems. Therefore, reviewing the smartness performance of SSE is a precondition of understanding the essence of smart safety capability. With regard to this, we review some typical research and practical cases related to SSM such as the fundamental research, technical solutions, and research on cases. In these papers, SSEs form the core of smart safety systems. The themes of these papers include but are not limited to smart safety management, smart safety systems, intelligent safety systems, smart early warning, smart safety evaluation, smart safety prediction, and
smart risk management. Following the principle of “see-think-act”, after a systematic review, we find that SSE not only has the basic capability of seeing, thinking and acting, but also has the attributes of tools and conditions. Based on this, we divide the smartness capability of SSE into five aspects:

(a) SSE has the capability of seeing, i.e., perception. Various safety sensors and perception devices are interconnected, communicate with each other and promote safety information sharing [20]. Through these approaches, SSE has the ability of real-time perception, i.e., seeing. This capability helps SSE to collect and grasp safety information in the organization and understand the real-time organizational safety status.

(b) SSE has the ability to think. Its thinking ability is reflected in that SSE can determine the best safety solutions and the safest course of action, and acquire new safety knowledge in this process. In addition, safety information is used as a basic resource in safety management. There are several forms of safety information, such as safety data, safety information, safety knowledge (or safety experience) and safety intelligence, and different forms of safety information could be used in different safety management stages and different safety tasks. We provide two examples. One example is the application of safety data. A safety database which is used for recording a system’s safety state and dynamic state could also be used for analyzing the safety laws of system dynamics and discovering risks and hazards in the safety system [21,22]. The other example is the application of safety intelligence. Safety intelligence is obtained by safety information processing [1], and it could be used in many safety activities such as safety decision making and safety plan making [23].

(c) SSE has the ability of action. Some key words such as information sharing, resource sharing and safety accuracy are considered in the capability of SSE, such as real-time safety perception [11], accurate safety perception [8], information-based safety decision making [24] and flexible and effective safety action [13–15,25]. In the design of SSE in recent years, action capabilities also include adaptability and self-regulation capabilities. These capabilities enable SSE to consider the constraints of specific safety scenarios and determine the best available action according to the history of safety decisions and real-time safety information, and to flexibly adjust action according to changes in safety scenarios and safety requirements, thus it can complete the given safety tasks in an effective and successful way.

(d) SSE has the attribute of tools. In order to improve performance and capabilities of safety management system, emerging technologies such the new generation of information technology [26], automatic technologies [13,14,24] and intelligence technologies [15] are used in creating SSE or building SSE systems. Both SSE and SSE systems are used as important components of safety management systems and as tools for safety management work, thus helping to improve safety management performance and safety management ability.

(e) SSE has the attribute of conditions. SSE can participate in creating smart safety conditions, including promoting multi-level cooperation and safety information sharing, safety resource sharing and building a safety idea bank for safety organizations. Smart safety conditions can also bring benefits to the use and further optimization of SSE. Therefore, smart safety entities and smart safety conditions are interdependent and mutually reinforcing. For example, SSE could be used in analyzing the risk preference of every worker in the organization and thus build the risk picture of the organization [13], which could be taken as a context of SSE action, promoting full participation and encouraging safety practitioners to cooperate with each other. The sharing of safety experience could promote good safety culture in the organization, and safety experience could be used as safety knowledge for SSE action [14].

In summary, as a kind of artificial smart entity and on the basis of automation ability and information processing ability, the smartness ability of SSE includes five aspects: seeing, thinking, acting, forming tools and promoting conditions. These five aspects are connected and integrated to form a comprehensive performance of smart safety capabilities in the technical background. Following the sequence of “see-think-act-form tools-create conditions”, smart safety practices in the safety management system are closely related to
safety information, including safety information perception, safety information processing and learning, information-based safety action, creating safety tools, promoting security conditions; this ultimately promotes the high performance and excellent capabilities of safety management systems, such as predictability, prevention ability, accuracy, automation, resilience and customizability.

3. Safety 4.0 and SSM

SSE and SSM are both new concepts that emerged in the stage of Safety 4.0. Based on the above, SSEs are interconnected to form an SSE system, but an SSE system is only a part of a greater safety management system. Therefore, although the essence and content of smart safety capability have been proposed, it is not enough to understand the essence of SSM and the method of SSM. Therefore, we elaborate the background of safety management development from a broader perspective in this section; that is, to clarify the needs and objectives of organizational safety management in the era of Safety 4.0 and further analyze and discuss the methods to achieve smart safety management in the industrial organization, so as to clarify and understand the essence of SSM.

3.1. Organizational Safety Management in the Era of Safety 4.0

Safety 4.0 is a new stage of safety science in the age of information and big data [27], and Safety 4.0 could be seen as a corresponding concept to Industry 4.0 from the perspective of safety deriving from industry. Therefore, the development of Safety 4.0 is inevitably closely related to the development of information technology. However, technological progress is often seen as a double-edged sword in the development of Safety 4.0. On the one hand, information technology is widely used to strengthen the connection between man-made systems, which promotes complex safety problems, giant system safety problems and even globalization safety problems. On the other hand, information technology provides new technical support for dealing with safety problems. Affected by technological progress, new safety science theories have emerged in safety science research, such as safety information theory and safety intelligence theory.

Organizational safety management has always been an important theme of safety science research and practice. In organizational safety management, the double-edged sword effect of information technology appears in a more profound and detailed way. We elaborate the effects of technology to organization safety management from four aspects: safety management elements, safety management methods, basic safety resources and organizational safety problems:

(a) safety system informatization and the progress of safety information processing have been greatly promoted by the development of the methods of information-based safety management [2,27]. Moreover, these kinds of safety management methods have been accorded more and more importance by safety management research and practice [28].

(b) organizational safety system issues have become more and more open, which promotes further expansion of the category of organizational safety problems. To be more specific, industrial organizations are threatened by safety and security risks [29], so the safety problems of industrial organizations are safety and security problems in the era of Safety 4.0.

(c) the term safety information displays the system’s safety state and its dynamic state [27], and many safety elements, such as safety substance, safety energy, and safety and security problems, could be expressed in the form of safety information [30,31]. Therefore, more and more safety researchers have admitted the importance of safety information in studying safety issues and have regarded it as one of the core safety elements of organizational safety systems [27].

(d) the development of system informatization has brought a large number of safety information resources. Thus, using safety information resources to achieve safety improvement has become an essential subject in organizational safety practice. To this end, based on the information technology and intelligence technology, some safety information-based
methods have been proposed and applied in organizational safety management, such as safety management information system, safety support system for safety decision, the method of safety virtual reality, evidence-based safety management methods, the method of accident pattern recognition and the method of computer-aided safety management [32].

In short, organizational safety management in the era of Safety 4.0 is developing towards information-based safety management. Moreover, because safety information displays the safety state and dynamic state of the safety system, safety management is a process in which the safety practitioner obtains, understands, and analyzes safety information pertaining to the safety system and uses the analysis results to control safety factors, thus controlling the system’s safety state within a safe range. In this process, every stage in safety information processing, such as the safety information input, storage, analysis, output and feedback, is perfectly integrated with the safety management process. In other words, safety activities of the safety system are driven by safety information communication among safety factors of the system. Therefore, through the analyzing of safety information processing in the safety system, safety practitioners could grasp new safety knowledge such as the real function of safety factors, the relationships among safety factors, the safety laws of safety systems, and thus conduct correct safety strategies. As a result, whether based on the trend of organizational safety management research and practice or the new understanding of safety management, the core elements of organizational safety management must contain safety information, and information-based safety management can also promote a variety of new safety management methods in Safety 4.0 and the information age.

3.2. Essence of SSM in the Era of Safety 4.0

From the perspective of term, SSM belongs to the category of Smart-X. Therefore, the essence of SSM is also a form of technology application, and it is also a new organizational safety management method in the information age and Safety 4.0. In this method, SSEs become the basic tools of management practice. A large number of SSEs are connected to each other and form a smart safety entity system, thus becoming a smart module and an important component of the organizational safety management system. Therefore, the smart capability of smart safety entities is the basis for safety practice in safety management, and supports the realization of partly smart to systematic smart components in the safety management system. Furthermore, the SSM method includes methods of creating SSEs and is committed to applying SSEs to each safety management work.

In the era of Safety 4.0, the application of information technology and the smartness capabilities of smart safety entities (closely related to safety information) constitute the technical basis and capability basis of smart safety management. Therefore, safety information is undoubtedly the basic element of SSM. In the application of SSEs, the implementation of safety actions is based on the results of thinking, that is, the results of safety information processing and analysis. Therefore, the basis of various safety actions in smart safety management is not raw safety information but valuable safety information (generally called safety intelligence) obtained through safety information processing.

Based on the above, we regard SSM as a method of safety management based on safety intelligence. It uses the purposefully designed smart safety entities as the essential tools to process, interpret, and learn from safety information and use basic safety resources conveniently, lawfully, and reasonably. Based on this, it performs useful results from safety information processing in a connected, cooperated, and negotiated way, and finally, it keeps the safety state in an acceptable range.

Specific aspects of the definition should be noted:

‘Purposefully designed smart safety entities.’ Smart safety entity (SSE) works as a necessary tool in the process of SSM. SSE could be a smart safety device such as safety robot, or it could be a safety system or a safety information platform with a specific function, such as safety evaluation information system, safety prediction system or safety smart analysis system. To this end, SSE should be designed and created with the automatic
capability of performing safety management activities, such as safety perception, safety recognition, safety communication and safety action.

‘Process, interpret, and learn from safety information.’ In the process of SSM, the value of safety information is in the basic function of safety information in safety management, and the parts of safety information processing such as safety information analysis, interpretation, learning, are integrated with every part of safety management such as safety prediction, safety decision, safety action and safety regulation [33]. Specifically speaking, the process of safety information analysis includes acquisition, transmission, cleaning, storage, and visualization of safety information. Furthermore, interpreting safety information is defined as the process of understanding and concluding safety information, including data representation, data simulation, data modeling, context processing and semantic analysis [3]. In addition, learning from safety information is a process of discovering knowledge from safety information [30], including mining safety laws and discovering new safety knowledge.

‘Use basic safety resources conveniently, lawfully, and reasonably.’ Before the establishment of basic safety resources and promoting safety resources sharing, it is necessary for the organization to build a standard and open platform for sharing safety resources and various matched approaches for sharing such resources. Moreover, there is no doubt that the establishment of a safety resource sharing system is a long-term project; thus, the multi-level cooperation of safety practitioners is indispensable. To this end, the method of building various safety systems and regulations is viable, such as the safety regulation of full participation, reward and punishment, safety training and education. Some soft means could also be considered, such as building a safety culture of sharing safety resources. Furthermore, in terms of security issues of safety information especially security issues related to privacy and legality, laws are required to build legal restraint and power for the accumulation, sharing and application of safety resources, and standards are also required to ensure the scientific characteristic and validity of safety works.

‘Performs useful results from safety information processing in a connected, cooperated, and negotiated way.’ SSE is not only an action tool, but also a tool for safety information processing and communication. On this basis, safety practitioners and smart safety entities conduct safety management activities based on the results of safety information processing. Furthermore, safety practitioners cooperate with each other and with smart safety entities to conduct safety management through various approaches, such as safety information communication, cooperating with each other in safety action and performing safety negotiation before safety decision-making and safety planning.

‘Keeps the safety state in an acceptable range.’ Safety is freedom from unacceptable consequences [33]. Therefore, SSM is a process or a series of activities to realize safety, and its ultimate purpose is to protect people’s physical health, mental health, and property from damage, as well as to protect the expected realization of target functions, just as general safety methods do [34].

3.3. Content of SSM

In the age of information which emphasizes resource sharing and the internet of things, safety management systems should be semi-open, not only because safety system state is affected by safety factors from inside and outside the system, but also because safety resources inside and outside could be used in safety management.

Specifically, the environment in which the production organization is located constitutes the external environment of the organizational safety management system, which makes the operation of such systems subject to the constraints and influences of the external environment, such as the impacts of technological change and safety policies. In addition, because the internal environment of the industrial organization and the external environment always maintain the flow of personnel, economy, material and energy, there are many links between the organizational safety management system and the external...
environment, such as safety material flow, safety people flow, safety energy flow, safety information flow and safety knowledge flow.

The basic safety resources inside and outside could be divided into four aspects: (i) physical safety resources are all safety substances with entities, such as safety equipment, safety materials and safety management funds; (ii) technical safety resources are the technologies and strategies that can be used to implement safety management and optimize safety management performance, such as specific safety technology, specific safety management methods, information technologies and smart technologies; (iii) Safety information resources are the safety data, safety information and safety smart elements generated in various safety activities, such as daily safety management records, accident records, real-time safety information, safety laws and safety regulations; (iv) Safety intellect resources are an important aspect of affecting the smartness ability of SSM. Safety intellect resources consists of safety professionals, safety practitioners and safety entities with smart safety capabilities.

As we have discussed on the above, based on automation and information processing, smart safety entities have five aspects of smart safety performance: safety information perception, safety information processing and analysis, safety actions based on safety information, safety tool creation, and promoting safety conditions. From the perspective of organizational safety management process, safety information perception and safety information processing and analysis actually belong to safety information processing. Therefore, the five aspects of smartness can be summarized into four aspects, including safety information processing, safety action, inspiring safety smartness and internal optimization, thus forming the main content of smart safety management. Based on this and the four aspects of safety resources, we build the content model of SSM, as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Content model of SSM.](image-url)

We elaborate the four parts of SSM: (i) safety information processing is a process based on safety information collection, transmission, and processing. Safety information processing aims to provide useful safety information for the other parts. (ii) Safety action is the process in which safety practitioners and SSEs perform useful results of safety information processing. The results of every safety action should be recorded and studied to accumulate safety knowledge and experience. (iii) Inspiring safety smartness is a process of acquiring safety knowledge and safety smartness capability from safety information processing and safety action. Safety knowledge and experience can be used for safety education and training, and can also be used in safety management for the generation of
new safety knowledge and new SSEs. (iv) Internal optimization is the process of adjusting and optimizing smartness capability and safety system structure. Internal optimization also undertakes the task of promoting smart safety conditions. Its purpose is to ensure that SSM systems can consistently accomplish safety tasks over time, especially when complex safety problems are emerging and the safety environment is changing dynamically.

4. Process and Content of SSM

4.1. Process of Safety Information Processing

In the process of SSM, safety information processing is based on basic safety resources, while the source of safety information and the extent of safety information processing are determined according to safety tasks and safety requirements. For example, the raw safety information (or safety data) comes from workplaces such as safety sensor networks and real-time safety action feedback [3]. Although safety data is the raw form of safety information and sometimes contains information noise, it is valued by emergence management for its strong real-time and indicative nature. According to the evolution law of safety information [30], safety information processing follows the sequence of safety data, safety information, and safety smart elements. On this basis, we divide safety information processing into three stages: first safety data processing, then safety information analysis, and finally safety smart analysis. The content of safety information processing is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Content of safety information processing.](image)

We would like to elaborate the process according to the stages of safety information processing:

First, safety data which is well-organized and clear could be better understood by safety practitioners and help them to quickly understand the safety state of the system. Therefore, safety data processing consists of safety data collecting, classifying, cleaning, standardizing, and simplifying. The purpose of this stage is to obtain real-time and valuable safety data to meet the requirement of some emergency tasks, such as real-time safety tasks and emergence management.

Second, safety information is essentially a kind of safety data that people can understand [20]. Therefore, safety information analysis is a process of understanding safety data. The process consists of five steps: (i) safety data modeling; (ii) safety contextualization; (iii) safety simulation and calculation; (iv) safety information interpretation; (v) safety information visualization.
information visualization. Furthermore, safety information analysis aims to help safety practitioners understand safety states and master safety dynamics as comprehensively as possible to understand safety problems and appropriate actions.

Third, safety smart is a kind of valuable safety information. In other words, safety smart is a kind of safety information which is able to affect safety decision-making and can only be obtained by safety information processing. Moreover, safety smart can only be used for a specific safety task, which means that it is necessary for safety practitioners to use safety smart in the matching safety tasks. For these reasons, safety smart analysis is suitable for safety decisions that must consider multiple factors, such as making safety plans. To be more specific, safety smart analysis is a process of sorting out safety smart from safety information groups and producing safety smart products. This process consists of five steps: (i) safety information tracing and collection; (ii) safety information collation; (iii) safety smart extraction; (iv) safety smart collation; (v) safety smart integration.

In addition, we would like to explain the difference between safety smart and safety smart products. Safety smart for a specific safety task could be a sentence of words or a group of safety data obtained through safety data processing or safety information analysis; it has value only for a specific task and in a given period of time. Safety smart products are obtained through the processing of safety smart based on safety knowledge, and it could be a report or a series of analysis papers. Therefore, safety smart products have the attributes of smart products and knowledge products, and have relatively long-term availability compared with safety smart.

4.2. Process and Content of Safety Action

Safety actions are implemented by the cooperation and communication of safety practitioners with SSEs, and safety actions are also implemented through the whole life cycle and the whole process of safety management. Therefore, according to the general process of safety management, safety actions are divided into safety actions focusing on risk, safety actions for controlling incidents and accidents, and safety actions for accident post-processing. Moreover, different tasks have different means of acquiring safety information. To be more specific: (i) the main tasks of safety actions focusing on risks are eliminating risks and preventing risk development. To this end, according to the principles of advanced prevention, precise control, and intrinsic safety, safety actions focusing on risks consists of four aspects including safety anomaly elimination, risk control, risk elimination and risk reviewing. The safety anomaly elimination requires safety sensing information that can reflect real-time safety status. Risk control requires risk identification information to indicate the risk objectives that need to be suppressed. Risk elimination requires risk assessment information to help determine the risk elimination method and plan. Risk reviewing requires risk status information to review whether the risk level in the organization is acceptable. (ii) When an incident or accident occurs, safety actions should be carried out based on the principle of safety first, regardless of whether any loss has occurred. Therefore, safety actions for controlling incidents and accidents should include emergency warnings, emergency control and emergency rescue. The emergency warning is based on crisis state information, because this information indicates the type and state of the crisis and emergency control needs crisis assessment information to determine a safety control method, while emergency rescue needs emergency rescue information to determine the emergency rescue plan. (iii) Safety actions for accident post-processing are implemented to prevent derived accidents and restore a state of safety. To this end, these kinds of safety actions consist of safety checks after incidents and accidents, restoration, and safety reinforcement. Safety checks after incidents and accidents require real-time safety information to understand the current safety status of the accident site. Restoration requires safety loss information to create statistics and determine the repair plan. Safety reinforcement is intended to develop the organization’s safety optimization plan and implement the safety optimization strategy based on the comprehensive information of the accident report.
Furthermore, we propose a model of safety action in order to show its process and various types of safety information applied in every stage of safety action, as shown in Figure 3. Table 1 shows the content of every type of safety information applied in safety action.

**Table 1. The contents of safety information in safety actions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety information from sensors</td>
<td>This is the real-time safety data or information collected by safety monitoring systems and safety sensor networks. It reflects the actual safety status in specific safety scenarios and helps detect safety anomalies quickly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk identification information</td>
<td>The risk identification information is the safety information processed by the safety perception system, the risk identification system, and other systems. It reflects the categories and characteristics of risks in a specific safety situation to help select risk control technologies and tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk assessment information</td>
<td>The risk assessment information is the safety information or safety smart processed by the risk assessment system and safety assessment experts. It reflects the current risk level, development forecast, and severity of consequences to help select risk treatment methods and strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time risk information</td>
<td>The real-time risk information is the safety data or information collected after the risk control complete. It reflects the safety status of a specific safety situation to ensure that the risk level has been reduced to an acceptable state. The risks and hazards are rechecked using the safety sensor network and the risk identification system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisis information</td>
<td>The crisis information is the real-time safety status data and preliminary safety assessment information when the incident/accident occurs, which reflect the nature and development of the incident/accident, to help carry out emergency warning and evacuation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisis assessment information</td>
<td>Crisis assessment information is safety assessment information and safety prediction information for a specific event/accident, which reflects the severity of the event/accident, crisis factors, etc., to help select emergency control methods and take emergency control measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency information</td>
<td>The emergency information is comprehensive safety information of the accident site, which includes the nature, severity, safety situation, location, affected personnel, and core crisis factors to help rescue personnel and restore equipment function quickly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time safety information</td>
<td>The real-time safety information is the safety data/information obtained from the safety recheck after accident control. It reflects the safety state of the site and surrounding environment to ensure that there are no risks and hazards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety loss information</td>
<td>The safety loss information is the safety assessment information of the loss caused by accidents; it reflects the specific losses to assist with loss statistics and compensation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident/accident report</td>
<td>The incident/accident report is the safety analysis and safety evaluation to incident/accident. It reflects the causing factors, development process, loss, safety experience, and safety knowledge of the incident/accident to help optimize the safety reinforcement for the affected system/organization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Inspiring Safety Smartness

From the perspective of capability, safety smartness is a collection of safety capabilities based on the smartness capability of SSE and human intelligence, such as the cognition ability of safety practitioners for safety objects, the ability to predict safety events, and the ability to develop safety laws. Moreover, technical smartness is generated from the application of SSEs, and their automatic capability and safety information processing capability promote the technical smartness of SSEs. Therefore, the process of inspiring safety smartness consists of three aspects.

The first aspect is to improve the safety smartness of safety practitioners. This aspect not only includes some traditional safety activities, such as safety knowledge education and safety skill training, but also includes the activities for forming smart scenarios, such as enhancing the understanding safety practitioners on SSEs and establishing channels for cooperation between safety practitioners and SSEs.

The second one is the creation of SSEs. SSEs should have at least one smartness capability, such as safety perception, safety information processing and analysis and safety action. Furthermore, SSE should undergo sufficient capability testing and effect evaluation before being put to use. The creation of SSE is an engineering technology issue, and we will not conduct in-depth research on it in this paper.

The third aspect is the production of safety knowledge because the accumulation of safety knowledge is a premise condition for inspiring safety smartness. Specifically, safety knowledge can not only be applied to safety education and safety training, but can also be used to create SSEs such as mathematical formulas for designing safety programs.

We have built a content model of inspiring safety smartness to show the specific contents of this aspect, shown in Figure 4.

In addition, the relationships among the three aspects need to be illustrated: ① SSE creation provides tools for safety knowledge production, such as the safety smart mining system and the safety simulation system. Correspondingly, safety knowledge production provides a knowledge base to support and guide the creation of SSEs. ② SSE creation provides tools for improving the safety smartness of safety practitioners. Specifically, safety practitioners use SSEs as aid tools in safety management and thus gain safety experience (or safety knowledge) in safety practice. Correspondingly, safety practitioners can participate in SSE creation and their safety knowledge and safety requirements could be considered by designers and engineers of SSE. ③ Safety knowledge production provides safety smart products and safety knowledge products to help improve safety smartness.
Correspondingly, safety practitioners can participate in the safety knowledge production by sharing knowledge, while their practical safety knowledge is useful for testing the scientificity and availability of new safety knowledge.

**Figure 4. Content of inspiring safety smartness.**

### 4.4. Content of Internal Optimization

The main purpose of internal optimization is to review and optimize the performance of SSM systems. On the one hand, the SSM system is a system composed of multiple elements, and its smartness ability is generated from the mutual effort and interaction of various elements. Therefore, the main task of internal optimization is to improve the cooperation of safety practitioners and SSEs. On the other hand, SSE systems also have some safety service functions, such as safety information services, safety smart services, safety knowledge services, and safety decision services. Therefore, all basic elements of a typical service system should be considered in internal optimization, such as interoperability, availability, convenience, runtime monitoring, transaction services, principles, and standards [35]. Based on the above, we listed the main contents of internal optimization, as shown in Table 2.

**Table 2. Main contents of internal optimization.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Main Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure optimization</td>
<td>Safety subsystem regulation (i.e., the upgrade, increase or decrease of safety subsystem), function adjustment, process optimization, application of new safety standards/regulations/laws, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource optimization</td>
<td>The adjustment of basic safety resources contents, strengthen safety resources sharing, online-offline adjustment, evaluation of safety resources, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSE optimization</td>
<td>Functional optimization and adjustment, interoperability improvement, convenience enhancement, usability improvement, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety education and training</td>
<td>Safety awareness improvement, enhancing safety knowledge and safety skills, improving understanding and application of SSE, the establishment of a new mode in safety action, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational safety culture</td>
<td>Building safety resource sharing culture, creating a better safety atmosphere and other helpful attempts for the application and optimization of SSM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety &amp; security protection</td>
<td>System data security protection, safety system protection barrier, safety system maintenance under harsh environment, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Significance and Challenges of SSM

5.1. Framework of a SSM Ecosystem

In the process of SSM, every safety activity is related to safety information and safety information constitutes the basis of an SSM system. In order to realize sustainable security in an organizational safety management system, a stable safety information ecology is necessary. Based on the information ecology theory [36], an SSM ecosystem which can operate continuously and stably must have some basic characteristics of a typical information ecosystem, such as unblocked information channels, rapid information flow, accurate information transformation, and equal information input and output. Therefore, from the perspective of safety information flow, we built an SSM ecosystem of an industrial organization, in which we demonstrated some smart systems or platforms composed by SSEs corresponding to each process of safety information flow. As shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Model of SSM ecosystem.](image)

Based on the contents of SSM and the theory of safety information flow, we divided the SSM ecosystem into six layers as follows:

(a) Safety data layer. This layer performs safety information collection by using a safety information collection system (which is comprised by safety sensors and devices, usable apps, platforms and mobile devices, etc.) to collect safety data and information from physical reality; this layer also includes the storage and transmission of safety information.

(b) Safety information layer. This layer performs safety information processing. Details of risks and hazards can be identified by smart safety cognition devices, and structured...
safety data can be transformed into nonstructured safety information by a safety information processing system or safety big data processing system; thus, safety information can be visualized to make it more comprehensible for safety actors. A safety information service center provides safety information to safety actors based on their safety demands, safety behavior characteristics, safety psychology characteristics, etc.

(c) Safety intelligence layer. This layer performs safety intelligence mining and transformation by the cooperation of safety actors, SSEs, and technical aids. Concrete tasks include safety knowledge discovery, safety intelligence service, SSE design and training, safety model training, safety decision making, a cloud service (cloud service platforms provide cloud services with safety intelligence products, safety knowledge products, safety management assistance and others), etc.

(d) Safety actions layer. This layer performs safety information application, which includes various safety actions implemented by safety actors and various smart systems, such as safety schedule system, automated safety control system and safety action aids. In the future, with the iteration of SSEs, safety information application may also include safety actions dominated by SSEs.

(e) Internal optimization layer. In this layer, based on the audit and evaluation results, safety professionals maintain the operation of SSM system and the storage and application of safety data. Specifically, concrete tasks also include the integration and optimization of safety resources, the upgrade, migration, expansion, installation and deployment of SSEs, configuration change of networks, diagnosis and troubleshooting of system operation, as well as the data security of SSM ecosystem.

(f) Physical reality layer. In this layer, new safety information is generated from feedback after safety actions in the production sites, safety infrastructure, safety management department and other departments of the organization. Further, new safety information outputs from physical reality are collected by safety data layer. Thus, a loop of safety information flow is completed.

5.2. Realizing SSM in Coal Mine Safety Production Organization

In coal mine safety production, the mine is not only the resource of production, but also the working environment of production organization. In order to improve the visualization of mine safety status information, coal mine spatial safety data have become the most important data resource in coal mine safety management. Therefore, information technology (especially GIS technology) has been widely used in building mine safety information system, and further promotes the popularity of mine GIS safety systems in mine safety management and even in China's land and resources management.

In China, because the mine space safety information system usually displays the real-time safety data of the corresponding safety business in the modules and nodes on the 2D and 3D maps, the mine GIS safety system is also called the “One Map” system [37]. The “One Map” system has the recognized advantages of low construction cost and diverse functions, so it has been widely used in China’s coal industry.

Generally speaking, mine safety production includes many businesses and processes such as geological safety, mining safety, machinery safety, transportation safety, ventilation safety, etc. [38] Therefore, mine GIS safety system works based on sensor networks and monitoring systems to monitor various safety production businesses and processes and record real-time safety data. After the completion of safety data processing, the data and data processing results are automatically displayed through data visualization technology so that safety managers can quickly obtain the safety information they need. Therefore, the mine GIS safety system is a smart safety entity system for mine safety management. Its smart safety capabilities mainly include safety perception and safety information processing capabilities.

There is no doubt that a mine GIS safety system is necessary for realizing SSM in mine safety production. The wide use of mine GIS safety systems has proven the feasibility of realizing comprehensive safety perception and safety status information visualization in
mine safety production. However, the existing mine GIS safety system lacks the capability of knowledge learning and intelligence analysis, which makes it lack smart safety capabilities in the safety management process except for safety information collection and safety information processing in the process of mine safety management.

Considering that the mine GIS safety system has been widely used in mine safety production, it is a low-cost and realizable method to transform and optimize the mine GIS safety system to realize the smart mine safety management. According to the main contents of SSM, we have built a smart mine safety management system with comprehensive smart safety capability on the basis of the mine GIS system. The functions and construction methods of smart mine safety management system are shown in Table 3. The model of smart mine safety management system is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Model of coal mine SSM system.
Table 3. Main approaches and functions of coal mine SSM system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Contents</th>
<th>Main Function</th>
<th>Approaches and Purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety information processing</td>
<td>Real-time safety data processing</td>
<td>Building a comprehensive safety perception network, obtaining all production safety data and using Kafka for data processing, building safety databases through a unified data access platform, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safety information analysis and visualization</td>
<td>Using offline computing and real-time computing to analyze static and dynamic safety data; using safety information visualization to realize safety data visualization system; etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safety intelligence analysis and services</td>
<td>Using real-time safety data and safety knowledge databases of coal mines to evaluate and predict the system safety status and safety development trend of related businesses according to the safety intelligence needs of users; supporting the continuous service of safety intelligence etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety action</td>
<td>Supporting safety information for safety action</td>
<td>Constructing various safety information visualization systems; supporting perception of safety information needs, demand prediction and supporting corresponding information services in various safety businesses; etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improving automate safety action capability</td>
<td>Connecting with various safety production automation systems, realizing automatic safety intervention and safety control under unmanned environments, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiring safety smartness</td>
<td>Improving safety smartness of workers</td>
<td>Collecting the experience and theoretical knowledge of coal mine safety production, building an expert knowledge base which includes coal mine safety assessment standards, laws and regulations of coal mine production, coal mine disaster prevention methods and emergency plans, major hazard identification standards, and accident cases; promoting the sharing of a safety knowledge base; supporting safety education and training; etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creation of SSEs</td>
<td>Designing and developing a safety knowledge inference engine to support knowledge mining and information analysis; designing and creating smart safety entities with specific functions to improve the automation capability of coal mine safety production; etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safety knowledge mining and accumulation</td>
<td>Building the classification system and meta database of coal mine safety knowledge; choosing scientific knowledge reasoning and expression methods based on the characteristics of coal mine safety knowledge; using safety knowledge inference engine to realize safety knowledge inference and discovery; etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal optimization</td>
<td>System reviewing and evaluation</td>
<td>Building safety production information feedback system and safety information efficiency evaluation system; building coal mine safety expert evaluation system, and evaluating the efficiency of the safety management system; etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Function optimization and extension</td>
<td>Establishing an expert team of artificial intelligence and IT system to design and develop more types of smart safety equipment for coal mines; continuously optimizing the functions of the coal mine SSM system; explore more information service functions, such as mine virtual space simulation, personnel and equipment status display; etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3. Significance of SSM in Promoting Sustainable Safety

Minimizing latent errors from behavior and technology is an important aspect of sustainability [39]. There are many kinds of latent errors in the safety system, such as the dangerous actions of safety practitioners, psychological precursors of dangerous actions and failures of safety components [38,40,41]. To avoid these latent errors, some traditional safety methods are still being used, such as safety decision making based on experience and safety management based on safety technology. There is no doubt that traditional safety methods are useful on specific occasions, but the misuse of these methods could promote accidents. We provide three examples: when safety decision making only relies on subjective intuition and safety experience rather than objective fact, it may lead to wrong safety decisions and result in dangerous actions; the errors and failures of safety devices may lead to a more serious problems in the case of using only safety technology to conduct safety management; the safety management method which takes human as the core has exposed more unsafe human factors such as low safety awareness, wrong safety attitude, and job burnout [35].

From the perspective of safety information, errors come from safety information distortion, safety information gaps, and cognitive errors [12,13,40]. In other words, errors come from a lack of safety intelligence. For example, dangerous actions of a safety practitioner may result from his misjudgment of a safety state (wrong safety cognition) and the failure of safety equipment may be due to some previous problems which had not been found by workers (safety information gap). In SSM, real-time safety perception ensures the correctness and integrity of the original safety information, and provides safety practitioners with safety intelligence and safety knowledge they need. In this way, safety practitioners could not only obtain all correct safety information they need, they could also make wise safety decision and perform safety actions.

In addition, SSM does not deny the effectiveness of traditional safety methods in safety management; instead, it attaches importance to the flexible use of traditional safety methods in safety management. Furthermore, it is committed to taking full advantage of safety information in the whole process of safety management through emerging technical measures and promoting cooperation and communication between SSEs and safety practitioners. In other words, it aims to provide a safety occasion for safety practitioners to show human safety smartness and SSE to express technical smartness.

To sum up, SSM is conducive to achieving sustainable safety from four aspects:

1. SSM has comprehensive functions. SSM encourages ubiquitous information connection, general human–machine cooperation, real-time decision-making consultation, continuous information flow and feedback in the organization, thus maximizing the advantages of each safety elements to achieve automatic task performance and sustainable safety. Moreover, SSE is composed of several functional safety components, and it can have automatic performance in multiple tasks.

2. SSM supports safety prediction. In the process of SSM, all safety actions are based on the results of safety information processing. SSM systems collect original safety information from all aspects and the whole process of safety management, including all safety information before, during and after the event. Safety prediction and advance prevention are conducted based on real-time safety information.

3. SSM supports safety state awareness. In SSM, safety information is shared and used as a basic resource. On this basis, the SSM system is a comprehensive and integrated system composed of interconnected SSEs and safety practitioners. SSEs can provide real-time safety information to safety practitioners, help them to understand the real-time safety state and make wise safety decisions. Safety practitioners can give feedback on behavior results to help SSEs optimize their functions.

4. SSM supports the continuous improvement of safety smartness. The development of emerging technologies, as well as the internal optimization of SM systems, are conducive to the improvement of the smartness capability of SSM systems and thus realize a more intelligent safety management paradigm, featuring higher digitization,
more unmanned elements, high automation and high autonomy. To be more specific and to look forward to the future, various SSEs are enabled in the safety management system in a more intelligent safety management paradigm, such as safety sensors, safety actuators, computing devices. Each safety element is related to each other, shares basic safety resources in the organization and performs information processing to support safety actions.

5.4. Challenges of Promoting SSM

When an SSM system is introduced in safety practices, practical experience and performance evaluation are crucial. However, the existing practice of SSM is still lacking, and most SSEs are used as additional tools in safety management. Moreover, we cannot accurately predict specific effects or performance of SSE. Therefore, it must be clear that SSM is a theoretical concept and could be realized gradually with the development of technology and the application of safety information theory, and necessary caution is needed to prevent new technical safety problems. We would like to discuss some challenges and possible solutions in promoting SSM.

Development and use of SSEs. The development of SSEs involves the use of multiple disciplinary knowledge and expertise. For example, developing a high-altitude danger warning system involves the use of ultra-wideband technology, sensing technology, virtual fence logic, and algorithm optimization. Therefore, technological barriers can be resolved through active cross-disciplinary cooperation. In addition, it should be considered to develop a manual intervention mechanism and monitor the operation status and history of SSEs to prevent the failure or error of SSEs.

Safety information service. The wide use of information technology would bring a large number of safety information resources, so it should be clear what kind of safety information is needed in safety practice, how to express the safety information, and how to use it. Some approaches may be helpful, such as mapping individual risk preferences and identifying all types of safety information that might be required for specific safety tasks.

Smart safety decision-making and negotiation mechanism. In order to establish a negotiation mechanism between SSEs and safety practitioners, SSEs should have a certain degree of autonomy. That means not all SSEs can only accept and follow instructions, and some of them can make their own decisions. Therefore, the roles of SSEs and safety practitioners should be flexibly arranged according to their capabilities. The establishment and operation of negotiation mechanism also require trust of safety practitioners in SSEs. Their trust may come from the high accuracy, stability, and efficiency brought by SSEs, or come from safety practitioners’ understanding of the working principle, logical principle, system structure, advantages, and disadvantages of SSEs. To this end, in addition to ensuring sufficient capabilities of SSEs, it is also essential to enhance safety practitioners’ understanding of SSEs.

Ubiquitous connections and real-time safety data. This means that the volume of data transmission is huge, and advanced communication technologies such as wireless sensor networks and ultra-high bandwidth can be considered.

Network and data security. Without data and privacy guarantees, ubiquitous connectivity can only be a slogan. It is necessary to clarify the differences between private information and safety information resources that can be open and shared, and both of them should be stored and used separately so it is better to establish a reliable information protection mechanism.

6. Conclusions and Future Works

Safety 4.0 is a new stage of safety science research and practice which is currently emerging in the era of Industry 4.0 and information technology. In the stage of Safety 4.0, the method of information-based safety management has attained wide attention from safety researchers and safety practitioners. SSM is a new method based on safety intelligence and it takes SSE as its basic tool. Based on the typical safety methods of realizing SSM and
the essence of smartness, we define SSM and elaborate its content and application from four aspects: safety information processing, safety action, inspiring safety smartness, and internal optimization. Finally, we propose a SSM ecosystem and discuss the approaches of realizing SSM in coal mine safety production.

SSM is undoubtedly interesting. In particular, SSM strives to achieve early prevention, accurate control, highly efficient execution and continuous improvement through ubiquitous information connection, early safety actions, general human-machine cooperation, real-time safety decision-making and safety negotiation, information flow and continuous feedback. However, as a frontier method of safety management, SSM is still a theoretical concept, which is also one of the starting points of our research. We hope to study the basic theory of SSM from the perspective of development, so as to help the further research and implementation of this new method. The application of SSM could be realized in a gradual way through the application of technology and multi-level cooperation. To this end, we will focus on the specific functions of emerging technologies in the establishment of SSM system and the application of SSM method for a complex safety system with multiple factors as well as promoting sustainable safety.
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